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'A fast-paced thriller that twists and
twists again. Kyle Perry can sure
spin a mighty tale.' - Chris Hammer
On the Tasman Peninsula, nestled
amidst the largest sea-cliffs in the
southern hemisphere, is Shacktown.
Here the Dempsey family have run
a drug ring for generations, using
the fishing industry and the deadly
Black Wind as cover. But when
thirteen-year-old Forest Dempsey
walks out of the ocean, bruised and
branded, everything is at risk because Forest has been presumed
dead for the last seven years.
Mackerel Dempsey, out of jail on
strict bail conditions, is trying to
change his fate, doing his best to

keep out of trouble before his next
court date. His cousin Ahab has
renounced the family altogether, in
favour of working to keep the town
and its fragile tourism economy
safe. But in their search for answers
about Forest, both Mackerel and
Ahab can't help but be drawn back
into the underworld. What happened
to the boy all those years ago? And
does it have anything to do with the
infamous drug kingpin Blackbeard,
who is rumoured to be moving in on
Shacktown? When secrets long
thought buried at sea wash up on
shore, generations of the Dempsey
family must stand up for what they
believe in, even if it means
sacrificing everything. But in the
gritty fight between right and
wrong, blood isn't always thicker
than water, and everyone is at risk
of being pulled under... From the
bestselling breakout author of The
Bluffs comes a heart-stopping new
thriller set on the rugged coast of
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Tasmania about family bonds and
enough to get him killed. A race has
betrayals, and the hidden dangers
begun through the streets of
that lurk in the deep... Praise for
Manhattan, a maze crowded with
Kyle Perry- 'The Bluffs establishes violent, skilled soldiers on all sides
Perry as a fierce new talent.' Apple of a shadow war. For Jack Reacher,
Books 'The narrative races along,
a man who trusts no one and likes it
pulling the reader from page to page that way, the finish line comes when
with a freight-train momentum that you finally get face-to-face and look
starts with the first word and ends your worst enemy in the eye.
with the final full stop.' The
“Propulsive . . . [Child is] an expert
Examiner 'A spine-tingling and
at ratcheting up tension.”—Los
absorbing crime thriller about small- Angeles Times “Hold on tight. . . .
town secrets and mythic bush tales. This novel will give you whiplash as
This atmospheric read will keep you you rabidly turn pages. . . . May be
turning the pages until the very
[Lee Child’s] best.”—USA Today
end.' Who Weekly 'A riveting story "Sergeant Amy Callan and
that will give even a seasoned
Lieutenant Caroline Cook have a lot
thriller reader goosebumps.' Better in common. They're both army
Reading
career women, they're both victims
#1 NEW YORK TIMES
of sexual harrassment by their
BESTSELLER • THE
superiors, they're both forced to
BLOCKBUSTER JACK REACHER
resign from the service. And now
SERIES THAT INSPIRED TWO
they're both dead. Only Jack
MAJOR MOTION PICTURES AND Reacher can discover their
THE UPCOMING STREAMING
killer."--Publisher's description.
SERIES REACHER “High-powered, "It is close to midnight on a
intricately wrought
Saturday night when Jack Reacher
suspense.”—Janet Maslin, The New gets off a bus at the Greyhound
York Times New York City. Two in station in Nashville. Reacher is in no
the morning. A subway car heading hurry. He has no appointments to
uptown. Jack Reacher, plus five
keep. No people to see. No scores
other passengers. Four are okay.
to settle. Not yet anyway. But in the
The fifth isn’t. And if you think
early morning hours, under
Reacher isn’t going to get involved .particular circumstances, a familiar
. . then you don’t know Jack. Susan thought will be snaking through his
Mark, the fifth passenger, had a big sharp, instinctual lizard brain: A
secret, and her plain little life was
voice in his head telling him to walk
being watched in Washington, and
away. Of course, this wouldn't be
California, and Afghanistan—by
the first time he listened to his gut
dozens of people with one thing in
instead. Meanwhile, seventy-five
common: They’re all lying to
miles south and west of Music City
Reacher. A little. A lot. Or just
is a sleepy little town where a
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people. No one in this new world understands the
dangers of stopping him better than Lamont
Cranston. And only the Shadow knows that he’s
the one person who might succeed before more
innocent lives are lost.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES AND USA TODAY
BESTSELLING AUTHOR “Take my word for
it, James Reece is one rowdy motherf***er. Get
ready!”—Chris Pratt, all around great guy and
star of The Terminal List, coming to Amazon
Prime A Navy SEAL has nothing left to live for
and everything to kill for after he discovers that
the American government is behind the deaths of
his team in this ripped-from-the-headlines
political thriller that is “so powerful, so pulsepounding, so well-written—rarely do you read a
debut novel this damn good” (Brad Thor, #1
Jack Reacher finds trouble in Texas in the fifth
New York Times bestselling author). On his last
novel in Lee Child’s New York Times
bestselling series. Thumbing across the scorched combat deployment, Lieutenant Commander
Texas desert, Jack Reacher has nowhere to go and James Reece’s entire team was killed in a
all the time in the world to get there. Cruising the catastrophic ambush. But when those dearest to
him are murdered on the day of his homecoming,
same stretch of two-lane blacktop is Carmen
Reece discovers that this was not an act of war by a
Greer. For Reacher, the lift comes with a hitch.
Carmen’s got a wild story to tell—all about her foreign enemy but a conspiracy that runs to the
highest levels of government. Now, with no family
husband, her family secrets, and a hometown
and free from the military’s command structure,
that’s purely gothic. She’s also got a plan.
Reece applies the lessons that he’s learned in
Reacher’s part of it. And before the sun sets,
over a decade of constant warfare toward
this ride could cost them both their lives.
avenging the deaths of his family and teammates.
Before Alex Cross, before Michael Bennett,
before Jack Reacher, there was The Shadow! The With breathless pacing and relentless suspense,
Reece ruthlessly targets his enemies in the upper
world’s bestselling author, James Patterson,
echelons of power without regard for the laws of
reimagines one of America’s iconic thriller
heroes. Only two people know that 1930s society combat or the rule of law. “Told with a deft hand
man Lamont Cranston has a secret identity as the and a keen eye for detail, The Terminal List…is
Shadow, a crusader for justice. One is his greatest explosive and riveting” (Kevin Maurer,
love, Margo Lane, and the other is fiercest enemy, coauthor of No East Day) and is perfect for fans
Shiwan Khan. When Khan ambushes the couple, of Vince Flynn, Brad Thor, Stephen Hunter, and
they must risk everything for the slimmest chance Nelson DeMille.
of survival . . . in the future. A century and a half Jack Reacher finds himself in bad company in the
later, Lamont awakens in a world both unknown second novel in Lee Child’s New York Times
bestselling series. Jack Reacher is an innocent
and disturbingly familiar. The first person he
meets is Maddy Gomes, a teenager with her own bystander when he witnesses a woman kidnapped
mysterious secrets, including a knowledge of the off a Chicago street in broad daylight. In the
wrong place at the wrong time, he’s kidnapped
legend of the Shadow. Most disturbing, Khan's
with her. Chained together, locked in the back of
power continues to be felt over the city and its

recently-fired guy nurses a grudge
that will fester into fury--and a
desire for payback. But who is
watching him, standing guard over a
long-buried secret, ready to strike
before it can be revealed? If you
don't have a sense of the danger
you're in, then it's best to have
Reacher"-(Jack Reacher 4)
Don't Know Jack
Wild Place
Past Tense
The Christmas Scorpion: A Jack
Reacher Story
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a stifling van, and racing across America to an
classified talks on a new, state-of-the-art
unknown destination for an unknown purpose, sniper rifle for U.S. forces. But vital details
they’re at the mercy of a group of men
about the weapon are leaking—straight from
demanding an impossible ransom. Because this the Capitol and probably into the hands of
mysterious woman is worth more than Reacher unidentified foreign arms dealers. The
ever suspected. Now he has to save them
prospect of any and every terrorist,
both—from the inside out—or die trying...
mercenary, or dictator’s militia getting their
Small Wars: A Jack Reacher Story
hands on the latest superior firepower is
The Hunt for Jack Reacher Series
unthinkable. That’s where Reacher comes
The Complete Collected Jack Reacher Stories
in. His task: infiltrate the top-secret
Global Media Studies
proceedings and smoke out the mole. His
Personal
target: a quartet of high-powered Army
In the summer of 1989, a local teen goes
political liaison officers—all of them fastmissing from the idyllic suburb of Camp Hill track women on their way to the top.
in Australia. As rumours of Satanic rituals According to his bosses, it’s a zero-danger
swirl, schoolteacher Tom Witter becomes mission. No need to draw a gun . . . just
convinced he holds the key to the
chat over drinks. But Reacher knows that
disappearance. When the police won't
things are rarely what they seem. And he’s
listen, he takes matters into his own hands learned the hard way never to
with the help of the missing girl's father and underestimate an opponent. Or four.
a local neighbourhood watch group. But as Lessons that will come in handy when he
dark secrets are revealed and
starts digging for the truth—and gets his
consequences to past actions are faced,
hands a lot dirtier than he expected. “Child
Tom learns that the only way out of the
is a superb craftsman of
darkness is to walk deeper into it. Wild
suspense.”—Entertainment Weekly “The
Place peels back the layers of suburbia,
truth about Reacher gets better and
exposing what's hidden underneath - guilt, better.”—Janet Maslin, The New York Times
desperation, violence - and attempts to
Hired by the Secret Service to test their
answer the question: Why do good people shield around the new vice president of the
do bad things? From the international
United States, ex-military cop Jack Reacher
bestseller Christian White, Wild Place is a discovers that a team of assassins is
white-knuckle descent into a street near
already planning a hit on the vice president.
you.
THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES
In thriller master Lee Child’s exclusive
BESTSELLING JACK REACHER SERIES
eBook short story, Jack Reacher must
THAT INSPIRED TWO MAJOR MOTION
track down a spy in soldier’s clothing—by PICTURES AND THE UPCOMING
matching wits with four formidable females. STREAMING SERIES REACHER “A
Three are clean—but the fourth may prove thriller that gallops at a breakneck
fatal. Includes a thrilling preview of Lee
pace.”—Chicago Sun-Times Jack Reacher.
Child’s hotly anticipated Jack Reacher
Hero. Loner. Soldier. Soldier’s son. An
novel, A Wanted Man! Summoned by
elite military cop, he was one of the army’s
Military Intelligence to Washington, D.C.,
brightest stars. But in every cop’s life there
Reacher is sent undercover. The
is one case that changes everything. For
assignment that awaits him: The army is
Jack Reacher, this is that case. New
meeting with its Capitol Hill paymasters for Year’s Day, 1990. In a North Carolina
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motel, a two-star general is found dead. His expected. He was just passing through,
briefcase is missing. Nobody knows what minding his own business. But within
was in it. Within minutes Reacher has his minutes of his arrival a deputy is in the
orders: Control the situation. Within hours hospital and Reacher is back in Hope,
the general’s wife is murdered. Then the
setting up a base of operations against
dominoes really start to fall. Somewhere
Despair, where a huge, seething walled-off
inside the vast worldwide fortress that is the
industrial site does something nobody is
U.S. Army, Reacher is being set up as a fall
supposed to see . . . where a small plane
guy with the worst enemies a man can
takes off every night and returns seven hours
have. But Reacher won’t quit. He’s
later . . . where a garrison of well-trained
fighting a new kind of war—against an
enemy he didn’t know he had. And against and well-armed military cops—the kind of
a conspiracy more chilling, ingenious, and soldiers Reacher once commanded—waits
treacherous than anyone could have
and watches . . . where above all two young
guessed. The Enemy, like most of the
men have disappeared and two frightened
books in the Jack Reacher series, can be young women wait and hope for their
read as a standalone thriller.
return. Joining forces with a beautiful cop
Jack Reacher's Rules
who runs Hope with a cool hand, Reacher
Gone Tomorrow
goes up against Despair—against the
The Shadow
deputies who try to break him and the rich
Reacher: Killing Floor (Movie Tie-In)
man who tries to scare him—and starts to
The Sentinel

Jack Reacher races to solve the perfect
crime in the fourth novel in Lee Child’s
New York Times bestselling series. Across
the country, women are being murdered,
victims of a disciplined and clever killer who
leaves no trace evidence, no fatal wounds,
no signs of struggle, and no clues to an
apparent motive. They are, truly, perfect
crimes. In fact, there’s only one thing that
links the victims. Each one of the women
knew Jack Reacher—and it’s got him
running blind.
Two lonely towns in Colorado: Hope and
Despair. Between them, twelve miles of
empty road. Jack Reacher never turns back.
It's not in his nature. All he wants is a cup of
coffee. What he gets is big trouble. So in
Lee Child’s electrifying new novel,
Reacher—a man with no fear, no illusions,
and nothing to lose—goes to war against a
town that not only wants him gone, it wants
him dead. It wasn’t the welcome Reacher

crack open the secrets, starts to expose the
terrifying connection to a distant war that’s
killing Americans by the thousand. Now,
between a town and the man who owns it,
between Reacher and his conscience,
something has to give. And Reacher never
gives an inch.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
• THE BLOCKBUSTER JACK
REACHER SERIES THAT INSPIRED
TWO MAJOR MOTION PICTURES
AND THE UPCOMING STREAMING
SERIES REACHER “Reacher gets better
and better. . . . [This is the] craftiest and
most highly evolved of Lee Child’s
electrifying Reacher books.”—Janet
Maslin, The New York Times A bus crashes
in a savage snowstorm and lands Jack
Reacher in the middle of a deadly
confrontation. In nearby Bolton, South
Dakota, one brave woman is standing up for
justice in a small town threatened by sinister
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forces. If she’s going to live long enough to Guest editor Lee Child selects the best
testify, she’ll need help. Because a killer is mystery stories of the year.
coming to Bolton, a coldly proficient assassin Jack Reacher takes aim at the White House
who never misses. Reacher’s original plan in the sixth novel in Lee Child’s New York
Times bestselling series. Skilled, cautious,
was to keep on moving. But the next 61
and anonymous, Jack Reacher is perfect for
hours will change everything. The secrets
the job: to assassinate the vice president of
are deadlier and his enemies are stronger
the United States. Theoretically, of course.
than he could have guessed—but so is the
A female Secret Service agent wants
woman he’ll risk his life to save.
"Including a new novella, the clever, twisty Reacher to find the holes in her system, and
tales reveal that even 13-year-old Reacher fast—because a covert group already has the
was a force to be reckoned with." (Sunday vice president in their sights. They’ve
Mirror) This is the first time all Lee Child's planned well. There’s just one thing they
didn’t plan on: Reacher.
shorter fiction featuring Jack Reacher has
In this new short story from #1 New York
been collected into one volume. Jack 'No
Times bestselling author Lee Child,
Middle Name' Reacher, lone wolf, knight
available exclusively as an eBook, a young
errant, ex military cop, lover of women,
scourge of the wicked and righter of wrongs, Jack Reacher knows how to finish a fight so
it stays finished. He knows how to get the
is the most iconic hero for our age. Read
together, these twelve stories shed new light job done so it stays done. And, in one of his
on Reacher's past, illuminating how he grew earliest challenges, he knows that his
analytical brain is just as important as his
up and developed into the wandering
avenger who has captured the imagination impressive brawn. Okinawa, 1974. Even at
thirteen, Jack Reacher knows how to outwit
of millions around the world. The twelve
and overpower anyone who stands in his
stories include a brand new novella, Too
way. And as the new kid in town, that’s
Much Time. The other stories in the
collection are: Second Son James Penney's pretty much everyone. His family has come
to the Pacific with his father, who’s
New Identity Guy Walks Into a Bar Deep
Down, High Heat Not a Drill Small Wars preparing for a top-secret Marine Corps
All of which have previously been published operation. After receiving a rude welcome
from the local military brats, Reacher and
as ebook shorts. Added to these is every
his older brother, Joe, intend to teach them a
other Reacher short story that Child has
written: Everyone Talks Maybe They Have lesson they won’t forget. But it’s soon clear
that there’s more at stake than pride. When
a Tradition No Room at the Motel The
his family’s future appears to come
Picture of the Lonely Diner _________
crumbling down, it’s the youngest Reacher
Don't miss Reacher's newest adventure,
no.26, Better off Dead! ***OUT NOW*** who rises to the occasion with all the
decisive cunning and bravura that will one
The Terminal List
day be his deadly trademark. Second Son
Running Blind
also includes a thrilling excerpt from Lee
An Ethnographic Perspective
Child’s forthcoming novel, The Affair.
No Middle Name
Jack Reacher’s Rules is the ultimate fan’s
Die Trying
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Times bestselling author Lee Child goes back to
guide to the World of Reacher! Featuring
1989, when Jack Reacher is an MP assigned to
selections from all seventeen electrifying
solve the cold-blooded murder of a young
Jack Reacher novels and an introduction
officer—whose killer may be closer to Reacher than
from Lee Child himself, this one-of-a-kind he suspects. Don’t miss a thrilling preview of Lee
book compiles timeless advice from
Child’s highly anticipated new Jack Reacher novel,
maverick former army cop Jack Reacher, the Make Me! The telex is brief and to the point: One
hero of Lee Child’s blockbuster thrillers and active-duty personnel found shot to death ten miles
now the star of a major motion picture. My north of Fort Smith. Circumstances unknown.
name is Jack Reacher. No middle name, no Found in a silver Porsche along an isolated forest
road in Georgia, the victim was shot twice in the
address. I’ve got a rule: People mess with
chest and once in the head. A professional hit.
me at their own risk. You don’t have to
Clean. The crime scene suggests an ambush.
break the rules if you make the rules. Case Military police officer Jack Reacher is given the
in point: Jack Reacher, the two-fisted, quick- case. He calls his older brother, Colonel Joe
Reacher, at the Pentagon for intel and taps Sergeant
witted, “current poster-boy of American
Frances Neagley to help him answer the big
crime fiction” (Los Angeles Times). The
question: Who would kill a brilliant officer on the
brainchild of #1 New York Times
fast-track to greatness? For Jack Reacher, the
bestselling author Lee Child, Reacher is a
answer hits home. Praise for #1 bestselling author
freelance troubleshooter with a mysterious Lee Child and his Reacher series “Welcome to the
past—and a serious passion for justice. Now relentless world of Jack Reacher and his impressive
tendency to be in the wrong place at the right time. .
the hard-won knowledge and hard-hitting
strategies of fiction’s toughest tough guy are . . Child has created an iconic character that other
thriller writers try to emulate but don’t come close
within every thriller reader’s reach—in a
to matching.”—Associated Press “[Reacher] is the
rapid-fire rundown of the trade secrets, tried- stuff of myth, a great male fantasy. . . . One of this
and-true tricks, and time-honored tactics that century’s most original, tantalizing pop-fiction
separate the man in the street from the man heroes.”—The Washington Post “Jack Reacher is the
to beat. Rule 1. When in doubt, drink coffee. coolest continuing series character now on
Rule 2. Never volunteer for anything. Rule offer.”—Stephen King “Child is a superb craftsman
of suspense.”—Entertainment Weekly “Easily the
3. Don’t break the furniture. Rule 4. Only
best thriller series going.”—NPR “The truth about
one woman at a time. Rule 5. Show them
Reacher gets better and better.”—Janet Maslin, The
what they’re messing with. Please note:
New York Times “If you’re a thriller fan and
you’re not reading the Reacher series, you’re not a
Jack Reacher’s Rules is a compilation of
thriller fan.”—Chicago Tribune
advice, wisdom, and facts from the Jack
Two female army high-flyers. Both acquainted with
Reacher series of novels by #1 New York
Jack Reacher. Both forced to resign from the
Times bestselling author Lee Child. It
service. Now they're both dead. Found in their own
features an introduction by Lee Child, but is homes, naked, in a bath full of paint. Apparent
not a Jack Reacher novel.
victims of an army man. A loner, a smart guy with a
score to settle. A ruthless vigilante. A man just like
Nothing to Lose
Jack Reacher. _________ Although the Jack
Bad Luck and Trouble
Reacher novels can be read in any order, The
The Enemy
Visitor is the 4th in the series. And be sure not to
The Visitor
miss Reacher's newest adventure, no.26, Better off
Mirror Man
Dead! ***OUT NOW***
In this eBook exclusive short story, #1 New York

The highly anticipated new crime thriller in the DCI
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Jack Hawksworth series. ‘There is a connection,
between the gunman and the target was exceptional.
Jack. Find it, or you’ll never find him.’ Police are How many snipers can shoot from three-quarters of
baffled by several deaths, each unique and bizarre in a mile with total confidence? Very few, but John
their own way – and shockingly brutal. Scotland
Kott—an American marksman gone bad—is one of
Yard sends in its crack DCI, the enigmatic Jack
them. And after fifteen years in prison, he’s out,
Hawksworth, who wastes no time in setting up
unaccounted for, and likely drawing a bead on a G8
Operation Mirror. His chief wants him to dismiss
summit packed with enough world leaders to tempt
any plausibility of a serial killer before the media
any assassin. If anyone can stop Kott, it’s the man
gets on the trail. With his best investigative team
who beat him before: Reacher. And though he’d
around him, Jack resorts to some unconventional
rather work alone, Reacher is teamed with Casey
methods to disprove or find a link between the
Nice, a rookie analyst who keeps her cool with
gruesome deaths. One involves a notorious serial
Zoloft. But they’re facing a rough road, full of
killer from his past, and the other, a smart and
ruthless mobsters, Serbian thugs, close calls, doubleseductive young journalist who’ll do anything to
crosses—and no backup if they’re caught. All the
catch her big break. Discovering he’s following the while Reacher can’t stop thinking about the woman
footsteps of a vigilante and in a race against time, he once failed to save. But he won’t let that that
Jack will do everything it takes to stop another
happen again. Not this time. Not Nice. Reacher
killing – but at what personal cost for those he holds never gets too close. But now a killer is making it
nearest and dearest? By the bestselling author of
personal. Praise for Personal “The best one
Bye Bye Baby and Beautiful Death comes this heart- yet.”—Stephen King “Reacher is the stuff of myth, a
stopping new thriller that questions whether one life great male fantasy. . . . One of this century’s most
is worth more than another. 'Mirror Man is a gritty, original, tantalizing pop-fiction heroes . . . Child
action-packed and heart-stopping thriller that will does a masterly job of bringing his adventure to life
have you on the edge of your seat from beginning to with endless surprises and fierce suspense.”—The
end....a seriously addictive page-turner, and yet
Washington Post “Yet another satisfying pageanother standout read from the very talented Fiona turner.”—Entertainment Weekly “Reacher is always
McIntosh.' Better Reading
up for a good fight, most entertainingly when he
Settling into a peaceful life in Key West, Reacher's goes mano a mano with a seven-foot, 300-pound
world is turned upside down when a stranger comes monster of a mobster named Little Joey. But it’s
looking for him, a man who turns up dead in the
Reacher the Teacher who wows here.”—Marilyn
Old Town cemetery and who leads him on a
Stasio, The New York Times
perilous trail to New York, where he confronts an #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Jack
alluring woman from his past, and a deadly
Reacher comes to the aid of an elderly couple . . .
opponent. Reissue.
and confronts his most dangerous opponents yet.
Second Son: A Jack Reacher Story
“Jack Reacher is today’s James Bond, a thriller
(Jack Reacher 6)
hero we can’t get enough of.”—Ken Follett “This is
Deep Down: A Jack Reacher Story
a random universe,” Reacher says. “Once in a blue
No Plan B
moon things turn out just right.” This isn’t one of
Echo Burning
those times. Reacher is on a Greyhound bus,
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Jack
minding his own business, with no particular place
Reacher returns in another fast-moving, actionto go, and all the time in the world to get there.
packed, suspenseful book from Lee Child. You can Then he steps off the bus to help an old man who is
leave the army, but the army doesn’t leave you.
obviously just a victim waiting to happen. But you
Not always. Not completely, notes Jack
know what they say about good deeds. Now
Reacher—and sure enough, the retired military cop Reacher wants to make it right. An elderly couple
is soon pulled back into service. This time, for the have made a few well-meaning mistakes, and now
State Department and the CIA. Someone has taken they owe big money to some very bad people. One
a shot at the president of France in the City of
brazen move leads to another, and suddenly
Light. The bullet was American. The distance
Reacher finds himself a wanted man in the middle
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of a brutal turf war between rival Ukrainian and
investigation spins out of control. Local
Albanian gangs. Reacher has to stay one step ahead sheriff Elizabeth Deveraux has a thirst for
of the loan sharks, the thugs, and the assassins. He
justice--and an appetite for secrets.
teams up with a fed-up waitress who knows a little
Uncertain they can trust one another,
more than she’s letting on, and sets out to take
down the powerful and make the greedy pay. It’s a Reacher and Deveraux reluctantly join
forces. Reacher works to uncover the truth,
long shot. The odds are against him. But Reacher
believes in a certain kind of justice . . . the kind that while others try to bury it forever. The
comes along once in a blue moon. NAMED ONE conspiracy threatens to shatter his faith in
OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY
his mission, and turn him into a man to be
EVENING STANDARD
"Now an original series on Prime Video" -- Cover. feared."--Provided by publisher.
Global Media Studies explores the
FBI Special Agents Kim Otto and Carlos Gaspar
theoretical and methodological threats that
need the help of rogue ex-military man Jack
Reacher, now a wanted man. But is he their friend are defining global media studies as a
or foe? It’s been a while since we first met Lee
discipline. Emphasizing the connection of
Child’s Jack Reacher in Killing Floor. Fifteen years
globalisation to local culture, this collection
and twenty-one novels later, Reacher still lives off
considers the diversity of modes of
the grid, until trouble finds him, and then he does
whatever it takes, much to the delight of readers and reception, reception contexts, uses of media
the dismay of villains. Now someone big is looking content, and the performative and creative
for him. Who? And why? Hunting Jack Reacher is a relationships that audiences develop with
dangerous business, as FBI Special Agents Kim
and through the media. Through
Otto and Carlos Gaspar are about to find out. Otto
ethnographic case studies from Brazil,
and Gaspar are by-the-book hunters who know
when to break the rules—but Reacher is a stone-cold Denmark, the UK, Japan, Lebanon, Mexico,
killer and a wanted man. But whose side is he on? South Africa, Turkey and the United States,
Only secrets hidden in Margrave, Georgia, will tell the contributors address such questions as:
them.
what links media consumption to a lived
A Thriller
global culture; what role cultural tradition
The Midnight Line
plays globally in confronting transnational
Without Fail
power; how global elements of mediated
Deep, The
messages acquire class; and regional and
Persuader

"Everything starts somewhere. . . .For elite
military cop Jack Reacher, that somewhere
was Carter Crossing, Mississippi, way back
in 1997. A lonely railroad track. A crime
scene. A coverup. A young woman is dead,
and solid evidence points to a soldier at a
nearby military base. But that soldier has
powerful friends in Washington. Reacher is
ordered undercover--to find out everything
he can, to control the local police, and then
to vanish. Reacher is a good soldier. But
when he gets to Carter Crossing, he finds
layers no one saw coming, and the

local characteristics.
THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLING JACK REACHER SERIES
THAT INSPIRED TWO MAJOR MOTION
PICTURES AND THE UPCOMING
STREAMING SERIES REACHER
“Electrifying . . . this series [is] utterly
addictive.”—Janet Maslin, The New York
Times From a helicopter high above the
California desert, a man is sent free-falling
into the night. On the streets of Portland,
Jack Reacher is pulled out of his wandering
life and plunged into the heart of a
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conspiracy that is killing old friends . . . and Mystery Stories of the Year
the people he once trusted with his life.
Killing Floor
Reacher is the ultimate loner—no phone, no "Jack Reacher has extended his thumb and hit the
ties, no address. But a woman from his old pavement. His plan is to follow the autumn sun on
an epic trip across America, from Maine to
military unit has found him using a signal
California. He doesn't get far. On a country road in
only the eight members of their elite team rural New Hampshire, deep in the New England
would know. Then she tells him a terrifying woods, he sees a sign to a place he has never been:
story about the brutal death of a man they
the town where his father was born. He thinks,
both served with. Soon Reacher is reuniting What's one extra day? and takes the detour ... The
with the survivors of his team, scrambling to next morning in the city clerk's office, Reacher asks
about the old family home. He's told no one named
unravel the sudden disappearance of two
Reacher ever lived in town. He knows his father
other comrades. But Reacher won’t give
left and never returned. Now Reacher wonders: was
up—because in a world of bad luck and
he ever there in the first place?"-trouble, when someone targets Jack Reacher 'Lee Child's protagonist, Jack Reacher, is a hero in
the Dirty Harry style, a man who lives by his own
and his team, they’d better be ready for
principles . . . Produces a surprising twist when it's
what comes right back at them.
least expected.' Sunday Telegraph Jack Reacher
THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES
walks alone. No job, no ID, no last known address.
BESTSELLING JACK REACHER SERIES But he never turns down a plea for help. Now a
THAT INSPIRED TWO MAJOR MOTION woman tracks him down. A woman serving at the
PICTURES AND THE STREAMING
very heart of US power. A woman who needs
Reacher's assistance in her new job. Her job?
SERIES REACHER “Gripping and
Protecting the Vice-President of the United States.
suspenseful . . . Child ratchets up the
suspense to new heights.”—The Denver Post Her problem? Someone wants the VP dead.
_________ Although the Jack Reacher novels can
Jack Reacher lives for the moment. Without be read in any order, Without Fail is the 6th in the
a home. Without commitment. And with a series. And be sure not to miss Reacher's newest
burning desire to right wrongs—and rewrite adventure, no.26, Better off Dead! ***OUT
his own agonizing past. DEA Susan Duffy is NOW***
living for the future, knowing that she has #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Lee
made a terrible mistake by putting one of her Child returns with a gripping new powerhouse
thriller featuring Jack Reacher, “one of this
own female agents into a death trap within a century’s most original, tantalizing pop-fiction
heavily guarded Maine mansion. Staging a heroes” (The Washington Post). BONUS: Includes
brilliant ruse, Reacher hurtles into the dark a sneak peek of Lee Child’s new novel, Past Tense.
heart of a vast criminal enterprise. Trying to Reacher takes a stroll through a small Wisconsin
rescue an agent whose time is running out, town and sees a class ring in a pawn shop window:
West Point 2005. A tough year to graduate: Iraq,
Reacher enters a crime lord’s waterfront
then Afghanistan. The ring is tiny, for a woman,
fortress. There he will find a world of
and it has her initials engraved on the inside.
secrecy and violence—and confront some Reacher wonders what unlucky circumstance made
unfinished business from his own past.
her give up something she earned over four hard
years. He decides to find out. And find the woman.
The Affair
And return her ring. Why not? So begins a
Blue Moon
harrowing journey that takes Reacher through the
Tripwire
upper Midwest, from a lowlife bar on the sad side
The Mysterious Bookshop Presents the Best of small town to a dirt-blown crossroads in the
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middle of nowhere, encountering bikers, cops,
possible Taliban infiltration of the CIA's Kabul
crooks, muscle, and a missing persons PI who wears Station.
Ex-MP Jack Reacher goes into action to find his
a suit and a tie in the Wyoming wilderness. The
brother's killers after a series of brutal crimes
deeper Reacher digs, and the more he learns, the
more dangerous the terrain becomes. Turns out the terrorize tiny Margrave, Georgia, only to uncover
the dark and deadly conspiracy concealed behind
ring was just a small link in a far darker chain.
the town's peaceful facade.
Powerful forces are guarding a vast criminal
enterprise. Some lines should never be crossed. But The gripping new Jack Reacher thriller from the
No.1 bestselling authors Lee Child and Andrew
then, neither should Reacher. Praise for The
Child. Gerrardsville, Colorado. One tragic event.
Midnight Line “Puts Reacher just where we want
Two witnesses. Two conflicting accounts. One
him.”—The New York Times Book Review “A
gem.”—Chicago Tribune “A timely, suspenseful, witness sees a woman throw herself in front of a bus
morally complex thriller, one of the best I’ve read - clearly suicide. The other witness is Jack Reacher.
And he sees what really happened - a man in grey
this year . . . Child weaves in a passionately told
hoodie and jeans, swift and silent as a shadow,
history of opioids in American life. . . . Child’s
outrage over it is only just barely contained.”—The pushed the victim to her death, before grabbing her
bag and sauntering away. Reacher follows the killer
Philadelphia Inquirer “A perfect example of Lee
on foot, not knowing that this was no random act of
Child’s talent . . . Lee Child is the master of
plotting. . . . This is Child’s most emotional book to violence. It is part of something much bigger...a
sinister, secret conspiracy, with powerful people on
date. . . . This is not just a good story; it is a story
with a purpose and a message.”—Huffington Post “I the take, enmeshed in an elaborate plot that leaves
just read the new Jack Reacher novel by Lee Child. no room for error. If any step is compromised, the
threat will have to be quickly and permanently
. . . It is as good as they always are. I read every
removed. But when the threat is Reacher, there is
single one.”—Malcolm Gladwell
No Plan B.... PRE-ORDER YOUR COPY NOW
THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING
JACK REACHER SERIES THAT INSPIRED
TWO MAJOR MOTION PICTURES AND THE
UPCOMING STREAMING SERIES REACHER
Jack Reacher’s spending the holidays in California.
The last thing he expects is a blizzard—or a visit
from the world’s deadliest assassin. On Christmas
Eve, Jack Reacher stumbles into a no-name bar in
the California desert, desperate to take refuge from
an unexpected snowstorm. Reacher came to
Barstow for a little R&R. Instead, he’s sequestered
in a dark little roadhouse with a bartender, a
bewildered elderly couple—and two members of
Britain’s Royal Military Police. They tell Reacher
they were escorting a VIP to a top-secret meeting at
a U.S. military base when they became separated
from their charge. That’s when the threat came in
from a notorious assassin: the Christmas Scorpion.
Now they need a miracle to save the day. Or maybe
all they need is Jack Reacher.
A Jack Reacher Novel
61 Hours
2021
The Shadow Patrol
Undercover operative John Wells investigates a
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